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Made with ♥ for Dentists by Dentists!

This is a digital magazine. All elements are clickable, and it's awesome.

Some make stories, we make history.
INTRO

DentalReach is a professional site and forum for dentists.

DentalReach is one of the fastest growing online communities for dentists, where you can talk dentistry. It's a place to be visible as a dental practitioner and get liked and lauded by fellow professionals.

While the rest of the world can openly share their stories, experiences, and challenges, ethics restrain dentists to converse in an open-to-all world. DentalReach is a gated community of dentists where you can converse freely. It gives you a great opportunity to connect with peers in your locality, region, country, and specialty base. It's a place where you can voice your opinion as a dental professional, within your circle of specialty and outside.

It's a podium for visibility and networking as a dental professional. Happy connecting!

Dr Rockson Samuel
The October & November 2020 issues of DentalReach were DRDCA Speaker Specials and the December issue marks the end of the DRDCA 2020 tripartite series! This will be the last of the three issues dedicated to DRDCA 2020, and since the last is always special, we have published articles penned and won by you alongside those of speakers! This editor’s note and issue is to specially congratulate all the winners!

Dr Nupur Shrirao

Read more

Submit your article online
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i-Fix Implants is conceptualized, designed, and developed by IIT Delhi (Indian Institute of Technology) and clinically researched by Maulana Azad Institute of Dental Sciences (MAIDS) to prove its Safety and Efficacy – Based on which we got Indian FDA approval and ISO 13485 Quality Certification, i-Fix implant is first Indigenous implant to have received USA Patent received in 2017.

www.kamalmedtec.com
READER VOICES

GOT SOMETHING TO SHARE?

LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD!

Special Contribution
Dr Sonal Samir Yerpude

Contributors of the month
Dr Suresh Shenvi
Dr Jyoti Sonkar
Dr Priti Lamba

Crossword puzzle winner
Dr Arthi Baskaran

THANKS A MILLION!
A ‘STOP GAP’ ARRANGEMENT - A CASE REPORT

Catch DRDCA2020 Speaker Dr Nikhil Bahuguna (Noida, India) share his favorite option for solving the esthetic dilemma of empty extraction spaces for short and long term!

Who knew making pontics was so easy?

Pre Op

3 Days Post Op
Here the top 5 Benefits of doing a podcast.

1. It gives you the opportunity to create authority and credibility in your industry or niche.
2. It’s available to a worldwide audience, and the barrier to listen is, well, very low.
3. Those who listen to podcasts are IN LOVE with the medium!
4. A podcast can help you grow your audience.
5. Once you have an audience, podcasting gives you the opportunity to create an intimate relationship with them.

How to get started?
To send in your own podcasts, refer to details below -
1. Mode- Audio Message
2. Topic -
   - Clinical tip
   - An interesting article abstract
   - A product review
   - An instrument experience
   - Sound dental advice
   - A non-dental talent.
3. Time - 2 minutes.
4. Language - Any global language!
   (With English translation text)

Email your audio message to - nupur@dentalreach.co
Looking forward to listening from you!
Sometimes, contraindications can turn into indications with the right technique, armamentarium and protocol! DRDCA 2020 Speaker **Dr Alejandro Steinman (Buenos Aires, Argentina)** shares an unconventional case of immediate implants placed in infected maxillary bone, after laser conditioning.
Clinical queries: Dr Rumpa Wig, Clinical Education Consultant PULPDENT

THE 7 KEYS TO ESTABLISH A SUCCESSFUL ORTHODONTIC PRACTICE

DRDCA 2020 Speaker Dr Anand Marya (Cambodia) shares his personal tips for a booming orthodontic practice!

Translate your qualification into a reputation with these 7 pointers.

Read more
THE DENTIST'S PRAYER

Lord, be with me daily as I practice dentistry. May I treat with gentle hands all who put their trust in me. May my calm assurance help to erase their fears. To relax the tense adults and dry the child's tears. May I treat each patient with competence and skill, Whether a difficult procedure or a tooth that I must fill. As I diagnose and treat, be with me all the while, and reward me with my patient's lovely, healthy smile.

AMEN.
MELANIN REPIGMENTATION AFTER LASER DEPIGMENTATION: A CASE REPORT WITH A THREE YEAR FOLLOW-UP

1st place winner of the DRDCA 2020 Article Contest, Dr Mohini Daultani shares a case report of gingival melanin re-pigmentation after laser diode depigmentation with a three year follow-up.
Use ClinaNG™ to run your Online Clinic from home or on-the-go when your patients need you the most.

- Schedule Appointment
- Video consultation with patient
- Access Patient Medical Records
- e-Prescription

Call Us Now

Available on the App Store
Available on Google Play
IMPROVING PINK ESTHETICS
BY GINGIVAL DEPIGMENTATION
USING 3 DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES:
A CASE SERIES

2nd place winner of the DRDCA 2020 Article Contest, Dr Gulafsha M shares a case series of gingival depigmentation using scalpel, cautery and laser and comparing the pain score on the visual analogue scale.

Read more
FEW IMPORTANT DAYS TO REMEMBER IN THE MONTH OF DECEMBER
BY DR RASHI SHARMA

WORLD AIDS DAY
(DEC. 1)

INTERNATIONAL DAY OF PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
(DEC. 3)

NATIONAL HAND HYGIENE AWARENESS WEEK
(DEC. 6 - 12)

NATIONAL DENTIST’S DAY
(DEC. 24)

Read more
CONTINUED ETCHING OF WET DENTINAL TUBULES BY SINGLE BOTTLE AND TWO BOTTLE SELF ETCH ADHESIVE- A COMPARATIVE IN VITRO STUDY

3rd place winner of the DRDCA 2020 Article Contest, Dr Veena Pai shares her original research on single step and two step self-etch adhesive, with respect to their degree of conversion and maintenance of dentinal integrity after continued etching internally.
THANK YOU!

COLLABORATE WITH US

Although some may think starting a business often means doing it alone, the reality is quite different. Collaboration is vital to the health and success of any business today. As neighbors and friends, it’s our natural inclination to look out for each other, and the world of business can be no different. There are many ways in which small-business owners can join forces and learn from each other, exchange ideas, increase purchasing power and grow revenues.

Why collaborate with DR?

1. Inspires you
2. Helps you grow your network
3. Educates you
4. Helps you save money
5. Solves problems
6. Is a win-win situation

Join our journey and grow together

Contact us:
Dr Rockson | rockson@dentalreach.co
+91 7010650063
DentalReach
521/A, 2nd Main Rd, 2nd Block, 2nd Stage, Rajajinagar, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560055
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